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Introduction to Security has been the leading text on private security for over thirty years.

Celebrated for its balanced and professional approach, this new edition gives future security

professionals a broad, solid base that prepares them to serve in a variety of positions. Security is a

diverse and rapidly growing field that is immune to outsourcing. The author team as well as an

outstanding group of subject-matter experts combine their knowledge and experience with a full

package of materials geared to experiential learning. As a recommended title for security

certifications, and an information source for the military, this is an essential reference for all security

professionals. This timely revision expands on key topics and adds new material on important

issues in the 21st century environment such as the importance of communication skills; the value of

education; internet-related security risks; changing business paradigms; and brand protection.New

sections on terrorism and emerging security threats like cybercrime and piracy Top industry

professionals from aerospace and computer firms join instructors from large academic programs as

co-authors and contributors Expanded ancillaries for both instructors and students, including

interactive web-based video and case studies
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Very nice book, was able to rent it on here for a fraction of what they wanted in the book store (thats

usually the case for everything anyway). Very informative and interesting to read if you have an

interest in security. Actual real world scenarios and examples, photos, diagrams. Every instructor is



different but ours used the book a lot during the course.

I have no issues with the content of this book. That being said, the way the book is formatted for

Kindle is AWEFUL. The table of contents takes you to the beginning of the book. You can't search

by page number. I really loathe the format.

Easy read for class. Current information for today's class in Introduction to Security; pack with

figures and diagrams. First book for my degree, and well worth it!

A wonderful book for anybody who works in security or is interested in security, it is detailed and

covers a lot of areas in security.

Well it was my first intro to security book. I personally loved and enjoyed reading this book. It is full

with interesting material to learn from >

No, Just No. This edition is horrible no page numbers, Nothing very unorganized, not cool being that

I got the book for one of my college courses.

Purchased this for my wife when she went back to school. Great buy, worth the money, and still

saved me money :)

Well written textbook, very informative and thankfully affordable.
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